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Abshact-Process intensificationrelieson many unit operationson enhanced
heat transfer.one technique
for the enhancementof condensationheat transfet ir tn. use of surface
rotation. This is particularly
effectivein reducing the condensatefilm thickness.
The forniulae and relationshipsgiven in this paper are concernedwith
rotating discs and tubes, and
can be used for developingadvlnced heat exchang.,
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R,f
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E

groove width
diameter
friction coefficient
massflow rate
specificvolume flow rate
gravitational acceleration;
length
number of grooves
pressure
heat flux
heat flux density
radius
latent heat of vaporization
shear stressat the fluid-vapour interface

Greek letters
1
d,

p
p
v
rt: @2Rlgo
d
E
f

arw

thermal conductivity
heat trartsfer coefficient
density
dynamic viscositycoefficient
kinematic viscositycoefficient
overload
fluid layer thickness
half opening angle of cone
shear stress
linear velocity
Nusselt number
Prandtl number

Nu : alltr, Nuo: qP 11
P" : vcrpl7
Re:4Grlv :4u6lv :4qLl(pvr*)
Rer:61121r,
Re : a52li
Reynoldsnumber
Ga : a2Rl3fv2,Ga*: a2R4lv2
Galileo number
14tg: pa2D3l@o7^)
Weber number
Ca: aRplo
Ku : r* lkrLT)
Fr":q:rcpzRlgo
A : o*lR
o* :[o l(pg)lrtz
Subscripts
f
v
m
-c
op

fluid
vapour
minimum
condensationsurface
optimal
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1. INTR.ODUCTION
Heat transfer with condensation on a cooled surface is realized in numerous engineering facilities.
Heat transfer enhancement in modern technical devices could be provided by different techniques
particularly using so called active and passive enhancementmethods (gravity, electrohydrodynamics, ultrasonic, capillary forces, rotation) and combinations thereof. Heat transfer enhancement
etc.
with condensation in rotating devices such as discs, tubes, heat pipes, drums, rotors, bearing,
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2. CONDENSATION ON ROTATING DISCS
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was obtained, where L,T :7i, - Z* is the difference between a saturated vapour and wall
temperature.
With the assumptionsrnade in [4], an analysis of fi|m condensation on a rotating disc with
constantheat suPPlYwas made i" iSj. The following formula was derived for the calculation of

heat transfer
(2)
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Heat transfer with vapour condensation on a rotating disc was studied experimentally in refs
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In [l l], vapour condensation on rotating discs with radial grooves
was studied. The experimental
data show up to a 650/oincrease in the heat transfer coefficient in the
case of film condensation.
Heat transfer with vapour condensation from a vapour-air mixture
on a rotating disc was
studied in [12]. As shown, rotation of a heat transfer surface essentially (3-5
times) increasesthe
mass transfer coefficient. The experimental results (Fig. 2) are described
within + l1o/o by the
equation
Nuo - 2.23Rett3ft-o'6€-o'4.

@)

The basic parameterswere: volume content of air, e", from 0.004
to 0.5; Re : (2.g5.. . I 15.2).103;
zu, from 0.05 to 0.73.
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calculated by equation (l). In [7], the heat transfer coefficientsclose to
the values predicted bv (l)
were obtained for co > 53 s-r, while for c,.r< 53 s-r, the experimental
data ur..rr.ntially in excess
of the predicted ones. The data obtained in
[0] are characterized by essential scatter, the mean
heat transfer coefficients being 25-40% lower than those calculated
by equation (l). The
experiments [10] on vapour condensation on the rotating disc surface
turned down (Fig. l) have
shown that at a constant disc rotational velocity, a - 67055.The a dependence
on, fo,I? :;r1
can be split into two segments:the first, from l0 to 40-50s-r, and
th. r.rond, above 52s-r. For
the first segment, q, - Q)0'"; for the second, d, - e)o'S.The authors explain
the smaller ar effect on
the heat transfer rate within the first section by the fact that at low rotational
velocities within the
disc sections close to the rotation centre, the flow is affected by the gravity
forces which separate
droplets from the film. Within the second section, heat transfer and liquid
film flow are, mainly,
determined by centrifugal forces. The authors
[9] have observed similar condensate flow, and, for
a>60s-r,
have generalizedthe experimental hiat transfer data by the formula
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3. CONDENSATION IN ROTATING TUBES
Inside a tube, vapour volume is limited by walls, which, on the one hand, causesdirected vapour
motion and on thi other hand requires condensate removal from a tube. The condensate film
thickness on the inner surface of a tube depends on its geometry, intensity of heat transfer, spatial
orientation and position about the rotation axis, gravity and centrifugal forces, etc.

lirlllt

3.1. Condensation in tubes rotating around the axis which coincides with the tube symmetry axis
Flow dynamics in rotating cylindrical drums partially filted with liquid were studied in many
works U3-2U, etc. A theoretical study [17] of flow dynamics in a rotating horizontal cylindrical
tube cross section showed that they were determined by the following two dimensionlessnumbers:
It depends both on the relationship between gravity and
Re5--a62lv and Fr":q:o'Rlgo.
..ntrif.rgul forces utrd ot physical properties and amount of the liquid (6 being the mean liquid
layer thickness on the tube-surface)-Numerical solution of motion and the continuity equation for
annular flows [17] provided velocity profiles in a liquid layer and the flow diagram is shown in
Fig. 3.
Experimental studies [18] have proved the validity of theoretical results [17] for determining flow
(II)
dynamics in a blind cylinder. Four flow regimes were found (Fig. 3): (I) solid body rotation;
pattern
is
flow
entrained off thin layer; (III) viscous flow; and (IV) inertia flow. In regime II the
surface
interior
characterizedby a "rivulet" at the tube bottom; annular liquid distribution over the
is observed for the three other regimes. The position of a free liquid surface is determined by two
parameters: an afigular coordinate of a maximum layer thickness, tp^, and maximum-to-mean layer
-+
regime I, liquid is uniformly distributed over the tube surface (e 1)
lhirkrr.r, ratio, ,:6*l6.In
regime
This
the
tube.
of
and is moving at a constant angular velocity equal to the rotational velocity
is observed at small Fr", when the liquid is viscous or in small amounts, and at trargeFr.. In the
former case, viscosity forces are prevailing throughout the entire liquid layer thickness, while in
the latter case, they are dominating only at the wall, in the boundary layer whose thickness
decreaseswith increasing crl.Beyond the boundary layer, fluctuations are imposed on liquid motion,
which are stipulated by the gravity force and have the amptitude tending to zero with increasing
Fr".
in regime II, the tube bottom is filled by the rivulet, while the other surface is covered by a thin
liquid tayer. This regime is observed at small Fr" or large Re5, i.e. for low liquid viscosity or a large
amount tf Uquid. tn ttris case,neither viscous nor inertia forces can provide liquid distribution over
the tube surface without a rivulet. In regime III, viscous and gravity forces prevail over centrifugal
forces. The velocity of film flowing down under gravity forces is compatible with the linear wail
velocity. The Fr. and Re5numbersare small. The angular position of the maximum layer thickness
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is E. : n 12 and remains constant when moving from region I to region II by changing
the rotation
frequency, e, from I to e-.
In regime IV (relatively high Fr"and Reu),viscosityforces have an effect only in a thin
wall liquid
layer. The liquid flow velocity on a free surface fluctuates about some mean value
equal to roR;
Q^:0 and remains constant when moving from region I to region II; e changesfrom I to e..
Transition between regions II and IV with increasing or decreasingrotation frequency
occurs at
different ar. In generalizingthe experimentaldatawittrin 0.5< R1.500 and 0.2<Fr"150,
the
authors of [18] have determined the transition limits between flow iegions in a horizontal
rotating
cylindrical tube: from region III (Reu< l) to region II (line A, Fig. 3)
Fr":2'2 Relrl;
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with decreasing rotation frequency (line C).
There is no clear boundary for region I, as the value of e monotonically approaches
unity as
Fr"incteases. In Fig. 3, a conventional boundary of region I is shown to correspond
to €:1.01.
At low tube rotation speeds,when the rivulet is present (region II), the liquid layer thickness,
d,
beyond the rivulet is determined by its entrainment by a rotating cylindrical wall. tn
12t1,a formula
is derived to determine the entrained layer thickness depending on ilt. angular velociiy,
tube radius,
liquid physical properties and its amount:
L v :2-10-2C a0' 68(A )0.36
exp(l l .8A ).

( g)

This formula satisfactorily agreeswith the authors' experimental data at Ca < 0.01
. At Ca > 0.01
corresponding to large al, the deviation of experimental from theoretical data is
due to wave
formation observed on the liquid surface.
At low rotation frequencies(region II), heat is transferred by vapour condensation on the
surface
of a thin liquid layer moving across the tube. The liquid is transforted in a rivulet along
the tube
due to hydrostatic pressure. At high rotation frequencies (beyond region II) heat is
transferred
through an annular liquid layer pushed along the tube by hydrostatii pressure.
For regime II, the tube surface liquid layer thickness is determined by two processes:
liquid
entrainment from the rivulet and condensation. At rather a high angular veiocity, the condensation
is caught by the entrained liquid layer to be transported in ihe direction of tube
rotation. As ro
decreases,the moment occurs when a separation line appears on the ascending tube
side, below
which the condensate flows down into the rivulet in a counter-rotation mode. Abou.
this line, it
is entrained by the wall and gets into the "brook" moving in the direction of rotation.
As the
rotation speeddecreases,the separation line moves upwards to take the position on the
upper tube
generation in a limited case at crr:0. At high co in region II, the liquid increment
due to
condensation on the layer entrained from the rivulet and having a relatively large thickness
and
thermal resistance is insufficient. Besides, rapid condensate removal to the rivulet takes place.
Therefore, the total liquid layer thickness and, hence, the heat transfer rate only weakly
dipend
on the convection rate but rather are determined by liquid entrainment from the rivulet.
The
entrained layer thickness and its thermal resistance decrease with al. In this case,
the rate of
condensate removal is small. Therefore, condensation plays the main role in the formation
of the
total thickness of a liquid layer on the tube surface
[21].
,d generalization of experirnental data in [21] offered the following relation to calculate
heat
transfer with condensation at low rotational speeds(region II):
Na* - 4.15.10-2(Fr"lRe*)-0r34(Ku
Pr Gap)o.zs
A-0.r.
This

relation holds

at

(9)

(Fr"lRe*)--5.l0-7...3.5.l0-5, (KuprGa*):4.10il...3.1013,
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Heat transfer with condensation on an internal surface of a hollow horizontal cylinder for liquid
flow region I (high rotation frequency) was discussed in many studies [8-30]. In this case,
centrifugal forces are directed normal to the tube surface, liquid flow depends on the hydrostatic
pressure and, hence, on the film thickness along the tube. Heat transfer may have a finite value
if condensate flow down from the tube edges is possible.
For laminar film condensation on the surface normal to mass or inertia forces and with no shear
stressesat the liquid-vapour interface (Fig. 5a), the following expressionsare obtained in ref.l22l
to calculate liquid film thickness:

(10)
and heat transfer:

(11)
where Kt: Y.p LT l@p2r*);X : x lL; ,9: d/d*u.; 1(,9): Jl ('(t - C\-tt2 d(, which can be integratedby parts and expressed
in termsof the ellipticalfirst kind integralas a function determined
by standard tables. As shown, for ,9*;nfrom 0 to 0.8, equation (11) can be describedby an
approximateformula with an error of not more than lo/o:

(r2)
In ref. l23l,it is shown that calculations by (12) give the heat transfer results weakly dependent
on the exact flow down condition at .9*in< 0.4. For condensation on the internal hollow cylinder
surface, assuming g : (a2R, and ,9-,n:0 and d < R, equation (12) can be representedin the form

p\:

Nu:0s24(ty'#)"

(13)

However,since6*"* and ,9.;nor€ commonly unknown, the calculationby equations(10)-(12)
causesdifficultiesand the resultsobtainedby (13) can be uncertain.
with the developmentof
Further studieson condensationinsidecylindricaltubesare associated
rotating heat pipes [21, 25-31].In thesedevices,vapour is suppliedfrom the evaporatorand is
the liquid formedreturningto the evaporator.The
in the cooler(condenser),
completelycondensed
authors [25-30] have elaboratedon the proceduresfor calculatingheat transferand condensate
distribution along the heat pipe under the condition of a constant heat flux through the
condensationsurfaceand with the assumptionsmadein the Nusseltanalysis.The assumptionthat
the condensatefilm thicknessis essentiallyless than the tube radius.(A < R) has allowed the
the formulae aretedious,and no
problemto be consideredin Cartesiancoordinates.Nevertheless,
on their applicationare given in theseworks.
recommendations
The rnostcompletestatement(in cylindricalcoordinates,with regardto liquid and vapour flow
interaction(Fig. 5b)) to the problem of heat and masstransfer in a cylindrical condenserof a
rotating heat pipe is solved in [31]. To calculate liquid film thicknessalong the condenser,
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expressions
are derivedwhosedimensionless
form (A: d/R,( : zlL) is:

- Afi):|D(r - :(',)
Ao- Al - 3(l'- Al) + 3(Au

(14)

without interaction between liquid and vapour and

L'- L?^-E ln[(A'+D/0\i+ r11:2010 - (),

(ts)

with regard to such an interaction (a shear stress at the liquid-vapour interface was specified in
the form Ss: -(i^w *f"pw'18) where the first term describesthe resistancedue to vapour flow
momentum on account of condensation and the second, due to viscous molecular forces). The
c om p l e x D : L IR )a R e l Ga (Ga :a2R L3fv2, R e:4G1l v:4qLl (vpr* ),
Gr i s the vol ume l i quid
flow rate per unit pipe cross section length at the end of the condenser), allows for the effect of
construction parameters and operating conditions; the complex E :l4vfv,+ RpRel(4p"L)]-t
includes interaction at the interface. In Fig. 6, liquid distribution profiles along the condenser are
given for different condensation conditions.
Basedon the analysisof calculationsby equations (14) and (15) with D < 0.001 and E2 > D, the
authors of [31] recommend calculating liquid film thickness on the condensation surface by the
formula:

Ao- Al :|D(r - (r)

(16)

or
atrq
:\trfu(L'-")+6i")
=6lQ r r.,
,

6 :f

whereK - 6pqL'l(p'r'Rr*):1.5 RelGa.

(17)
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The film thickness (d-) at the end of the condenser depends on particular liquid flow conditions.
For the case of a liquid flowing down the internal surface of a rotating extended cylinder, in [32]
the formula
I /2V2\u3
_ l
2R\n2a2 )

^

(l 8)

h : _ f

is proposedfor d,oestimation.Here V is the volumeliquid flow rate through a rotor crosssection.
For rotating cylindrical condensers,
this formula can be representedas [28]

(1e)
A meanheattransferrate in the condenserof rotating heatpipescan be calculatedby the formula
obtainedin [31]:
Nu: d,LlA:0.904(GalRe)tr+91*1

(20)

whereH(rc): rcual(rc)i
K : (l + 6llx), the valueof l(rc): Jl (t - rc()-'tod( canbe found using
approximateintegrationmethodsor (assumingthat K(2< l) by expandinginto seriesand then
integratingthe integrand:

-t * +"
r(rc)
* frf, *,I -r-2- *,+ JILJ!-*I + ...
5 +

(2r)

The numerical series in (21) converges within the entire rc range (0 < rc < l). In this case, at
0 < rc < 0.99 the first six terms of a series describe within 2oh the integral values numerically
obtained on a computer. In Fig. 7,l(rc) and H(rc) are plotted.
The estimation of the d'neffect on the heat transfer rate [31] has shown that at Re < 100the error
which appears if d,n:0 does not exceed l0%.
In a number of studies 128-31,33,341 the methods of heat transfer enhancement with vapour
condensation in rotating horizontal cylindrical pipes by surface profiling are considered. The most
simple and well-developed technique of profiling an internal tube surface is by longitudinal
grooving. In the presenceof grooves the condensatebulk flows acrossrather than along the surface,
then flows down into the grooves and moves through beyond the evaporator. This decreasesthe
flow rate through the film cross section and, consequently, its thickness. In the grooves condensate
is caused to flow both by the pressuregradient along the groove and by the constituent centrifugal
force (recessinggrooves). This allows the grooves to be made large with a low hydraulic resistance.
This provides effective condensate removal at high heat loads.
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Heat transfer with vapour condensation in a cylindrical longitudinally grooved pipe (Fig. 8) was
discussedin refs [28-3U. With the assumptions similar to those made in analysing heat transfer
in cylindrical condensers as well as assuming liquid flow velocity as having a single component,
E, along the coordinate (Fig. 8); rrr2R* 2ua, we arrived at the equation to calculate liquid film
thickness on the condensation surface:

- :
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ffi(Eo- d.

(22)

The analysis of liquid film thickness on the condensation surface by (22) has shown that d and
a for a cylindrical longitudinally grooved condenser can be determined by equations (16) and (20)
by substituting appropriate values for the heat transfer rate: q :
e llenR - nb)Ll,
I : (nRln - b l2), where b is the groove width and n is their number. The formula noo: O.gnnlb
was obtained to find an optimal number of grooves at which heat flux is transferred witir a minimal
vapour wall temperature drop. Experimental heat transfer studies in the condenser of rotating heat
pipes made as smooth wall and longitudinally grooved cylinders
[35] showed a satisfactory (10%)
agreement with the calculation by (16) and (20) (Fig. 9).
Condensation on a cylindrical finned surface was studied in [33]. Finning consisted of 16 screw
fins and resulted in a 1.64 fold increase of condensation surface as compared to a smooth walled
cylinder. Also at high saturation temperatures a l0O% heat transfer increase, being even more at
low saturation temperatures, was observed (Fig. l0), and the authors consider that heat transfer
was enhanced due to the surface increase and becauseduring rotation the spiral fins behave as a
condensate pump which pumps the liquid, thus decreasing the condensate film thickness.
The heat transfer studies of other types of condensate surface shaping [35, 36] showed their high
efficiency.However as in [33], no relations were obtained to calculate heat transfer coefficients.Heat
transfer with condensation on the internal pipe surface is enhanced by making it such that liquid
flow is induced by a pressuregradient along the film and by a constituent centriiugal force (conical,
parabolloid and other surfaces).The greatest number of works
124,29,33,36,37,3g, etc.] are
devoted to condensation studies on conical surfaces.
Laminar film condensation on the internal surface of rotating truncated cones (Fig. I l) was
considered in [2al with all Nusselt theory assumptions made. An expression was derived for the
condensate mass velocity through the cone cross-section:
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Substituting (23) into the energy balance equation for a condensate element d high and dx long:

do
dG
- _
-' - *
d"

(24)

d*

a differential equation of the second order for the film thickness can be obtained, The results of
numerical solution of QQ at E - 0 well agree with the solution by (13) l22l (Fig. l2). For E > 0,
even at very small (almost zero) half-cone angles, the mean Nusselt number exactly agrees with
the solution [38] at P > 0.025 as applied to the case of rotating truncated cones:

Nu:oso4(eryP:I)"
na>,

(2s)

where
P)st3-l]4t3
B ( 0 ) : [ ( l +ptt2(2
, 0:
+ p)

L sinE

In [37], equation (24) was solved for tgE ] (d6/dx). An expression was obtained for the heat
flux transferred through a condensate surface:

Q:nl1%#1"'K^,*

-Rf;rya.
z sin
E)8t3

(26)

In [39], the limitation on a small g value was eliminated, thermal resistance of a condenser wall
and external cooling mechanism were taken into account. The non-linear differential second-order
equation for film thickness was solved numerically. The analysis of the results and their comparison
with experimental data allow the conclusion that (25) and (26) describe heat transfer with an
accuracy of 5o/o,whereasa maximum heat flux transferred through a condensatesurface is achieved
at rP : l-2".
The authors of l29l have shown that the optimal half-cone angle (8,) depends on the
relationship between the large cone radius (R6) and cone height (H : Z cos E). The formula
Qop: a(RnlH)

(27)

is proposedfor an optimal angle,where
a:20,
q :24,

n: I
f o r 0 . 0 5< ( R n l H )( 0 . 5 ;
:
n 1.235 for 0.5< (Rh/H)< 2.

In refs140-461,solutionsof QQ for differentboundaryconditionsin the condenserare considered
and the experimentalresultsare described.The experimentaldata obtainedsatisfactorily(within
20%) agreewith theoreticalpredictions.
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In addition to the main forcesaffectinga condensatelayer,the forcesof vapour friction against
momentinducedby the inert
the interfaceweretakeninto account[47,48]as well as the resistance
massof condensablevapour suppliedto the film. In so doing a shearstressat the interfacewas
expressedas a sum of friction stressand that of the resistancemoment due to the inert massof
vapour.Assumingthe centrifugalaccelerationto be constantoverthe entirecondenser
condensable
length and equalto ar2R,whereR is the meansurfaceradius,the expressionfor heat transferwas
derived:

IORPM

nm
a

: + --t*,(?)'- ir,,(+)'-t^"*(?),
Nu

--M RPM

(28)

where
Sht

r20 0.025

p'(a'R - go)r*xt sin g

(2e)
(30)
(3l)

rd dx long:
(24)
e resultsof
Forg>0,
agreeswith

The analysis of the results of numerical calculations by (28) showed that for moderate heat loads
(up to 1 x 10sW m-') the effect of the foregoing forces is negligible and can be disregarded in
practice. The authors' experimental studies on Freon-ll3 condensation have proved the reliability

of the calculationprocedure.
If the vapour-liquid interface friction is negligible,then (28) is of the form
Nu

(2s)

:3t r(?)

or, allowing for (29)

Nu:os,n(ryffi)'''0,,^,
br the heat

(26)
rdenserwall
rcond-order
comparison
fer with an
: is achieved
nds on the
formula
(27)

: considered
rrily (within

(32)

(33)

w h e r eF : L s i n g i R o .
At small P, the results of calculations by (32) agree well with the calculations by (25) and (26).
In 1491,the vapour pressure gradient due to friction, vapour velocity reduction during
condensation and vapour cross section decrease towards the condenser end were taken into
account. However, the effect of the inert mass of condensable vapour was disregarded. The
calculations have shown that even at a high heat flux density the effect of the above factors on
heat transfer is negligible (Fig. l3). Calculation of condensatedistribution by this method including
initial heat carrier parameters and using the experimental measurementsyielded good agreement
between calculated and experimental data for different liquids.
The study of the surfactant effect on heat transfer in a condenser such as a truncated cone [33]
showed an improvement of heat transfer characteristics (Fig. l4). This is especially distinct at low
rotation speeds.At high speeds,the centrifugal force causes flattening of droplets and complete
wall wetting. At high saturation temperatures, the results for droplet condensation approach the
results for film condensation. The studies performed by the authors of [33] allowed the conclusion
that the heat transfer rate during droplet condensation on the internal surface of a truncated cone
is determined by the relation between the time of droplet growth and the time of their drift from
the condensation surface. Heat transfer is enhanced if droplets grow slowly and are carried away
from the condenser surface while remaining small. In this connection, the authors think it is
unreasonable to use surfactants in cylindrical condensers.
In [50-51], an analytical method was proposed to calculate the wall temperature profile of a
condenser section made as a truncated cone and to reveal the effect of such factors as concentration
of non-condensable gases, type of working fluid, pipe wall material and cooling mechanism. A
relation is given to calculate heat transfer from the condenser with a non-condensable gas. The
computer calculations made by the proposed methods agree satisfactorily with experimental data.
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The heat transfer rate during vapour condensation in rotating pipes can be enhanced essentially
when the condensation surface is a regular polygonal prism with longitudinal grooves in its angles
(Fig. l5), as in this case the condensate will move under the action of the constituent centrifugal
force. The authors of [31] have considered laminar film condensation of immovable vapour in the
condenser as a regular polygonal prism. The formula d:l3pql@2@2r*)fit3 (a film thickness is
constant) has been derived to calculate liquid filrn thickness on the condensation surface. The
following expression is proposed to calculate temperature drop in the condenser of a regular
n -angular prism with the circumferential radius (R), length (Z) and width of grooves (b):

A,r: (rk)"

{hlR

! - 6/(,."';)]-'
sin
f^

(34)

The analysis of (34) shows that the optimal number of prism walls for which the temperature drop
is minimal ranges between 6 and 8. In Fig. 16 temperature drop in different condensersis plotted
as a function of heat flux transferred through them. The geometrical condenserparameters (length,
diameter and width of grooves) and the rotation speed were equal, water being used as a heat
carrier. As seen from the figure, longitudinal grooves on a cylindrical surface essentially reduce
temperature drop, which can be much less than in conical condensers. The internal condenser
surface made as a regular polygonal prism leads to 2-3 fold reduction of the temperature drop as
compared to the condenser as a longitudinally grooved cylinder.
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3.2- Condensationin tube rotating around the axis which does not coincide with the tube
symmetry
axis
Vapour condensation in tubes rotating around the axis which do not coincide with
the tube axis
is used to develop the air-cooled condensers,heat pipe cooled electric machines
[52,53], etc. The
effect of centrifugal forces on heat transfer with vapour condensation inside a vertital
tube rotating
around the axis parallel to the tube axis has been studied experimentally and theoretically
in rei
[54].
A physical model is proposed which includes the region of a condensateflow. The investigation
results (Fig. 17) have shown that the total heat transfer coefficient essentially
increases with
centrifugal acceleration, and its value proves to be somewhat lower as compared
to condensation
on the external surface of a circular tube (see ref.
[59]) with the same field of centrifugal forces.
Flow dynamics in a tube rotating around the horizontal axis parallel to the tube axis,
or inclined
at some angles to it, was studied in refs [55-58, 60, 6l]. An intricate nature of liquid
flow is found.
It is determined by the relation of centrifugal and gravity forces and the physical properties
and quantity of the liquid (Fig. lB). At low rotation frequencies, the liquid uniformly
flows
around the entire internal surface as a rivulet (Fig. l8c) or vibrates relative to the
tube generatrix
mostly remote from the rotation axis (Fig. l8b). The analysis of experimental
data yielded [60] the
formula to determine the critical rotation frequency at which iransition between
liquid flow
patterns occurs:

7

4",: 0.53(R *;o.zl^ro.o6,po.o8.

5

./

(3s)

I t i s v a l i df o r R e : @ R ,h f v - 6 . . . 3 0 0 , R * : R , / R , - Q y . . . 1 6H, : h l R : 0 . 1 1 . . . 0 . 5 (ft
is the
rivulet depth).

->
4

The influence of the rotational frequency on heat transfer is shown in Fig. 19. In calculating
heat
transfer with condensation,the following relation is obtained for K4",
ry
Nu : ahl), - 535Re-0.2s6'-0.3,
(36)
where Re :30 . . . 2200, K : qlrl(pr*v).
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For ry) 4",
/

A.3prr'orR*r*\'/o
,
y-otsil0''8.
a : cr(r - A-l(ffi/
+2.07tRel'+

(37)

where
Cr:0.273y at y ( 2n 13,

,,

C r:0.1597 + 0.25 at Y > 2n 13,
7 : (l - L*)n, A* is the central angle based on the sector filled with the rivulet.
In [58]; a physical model of heat transfer with vapour condensation in tubes rotating around the
axis parallel to the tube axis is given. Numerical calculations by this formula agree well with the
authors' experimentat data at high rotation speeds(Fig. 20). Engineering results are generalized
by the relation
+)-0.4,
(38)
Nu :0.35(Ga pr G,klH)0.2s(v
H :zP LTl r*

w h e re V+ i s th e a m o u n t of tube fi l l ed w i th l i qui d,oh; G* -4:al g,
4. CONDENSATION

EXTERNAL

AN

ON

ROTATING

TUBE

SURFACE

Condensation with a laminar film flow and immovable vapour was studied in ref. t621.
Experiments have shown that the heat transfer coefficient depends on the rotation speed and may
achievethe values encountered in dropwise vapour condensation. Condensatethrown frorn the pipe
surface by the centrifugal force aceounts for a increase in the case of a rotating heat transfEr surface.
For the rotating pipes whose axis is parallel to the rotation axis, the heat transfer coefficient is
determined by the formula:
:

(3e)

a : 0 . 8 7 6! ( d j a ' z \ ! \ ' , . '
d\

vaco| 7" .)

where d is the external tube diameter and R* is the rotation radius.
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(37)

For the pipeswhoseaxescoincidewith the rotation radius, the following
formula is derived:
a : 7 . 0 6'"

R
o)2r*\"0
[ t -- / & \ o ' f ' ' , , (
R= L' \^ / J ^\r*,^r )

(40)

where&, R arethe rotationradiusof the pipeentrance
sectionand endrespectively.
If Ro: g,
then(40)is of the form:

lround the
rl1with the
reneralized
(38)

TFACE
i ref. 1621.
d and may
rm the pipe
fer surface.
refficient is

(3e)

'"1
u : 7 . 0 6 A(
= \ ' ' o'.
yt*rtr)

(41)

i'e' the heat transfer rate is independent of the tube length.
Laminar film condensation on an
inclined rotating cylinder *ur .orridered in
[63].
In refs [64-66], condensation on the external surface of pipes
rotating around the axis coinciding
with the pipe axis was analysed.In the experiments with a horizontal
rotating water-cooled eylinder
placed in a vapour chambet [64], flow and heat transfer
characteristicsof the system are found to
pass through three stages. At low rotation speeds, the
centrifugal force and the friction force
between the cylinder and condensatefilm tend to counteract
the giavity force which in some cases
results in condensatefilm retention on the cylinder and in a
heat tiansfer decrease.Higher rotation
speedscorrespond to the secondphase when liquid is pulverized,
film thickness diminishes and heat
transfer increases,At high rotation speeds,tne nh b.ro-.,
very thin and droplets appear which
grow to become convective plumes. Within this last stage,
the heai transfer rate gradually decreases.
The authors have proposed physical models and theoretical
estimates for heat transfer for two of
these regimes. They showed that at large rotation speeds,the
equat ion Nu : f Wao.sshould hold.
The studies of the diameter and rotation speed effect on
heat transfer with condensation on
horizontal water-cooled cylinders
[65] showei the presence of a condensate film throughout a
laminar flow' No heat transfer coefficient variation was
observed in a wide weber number range.
Heat transfer with vapour condensation on a vertical pipe
rotating around its axis was
experimentally studied in [66]. As shown, the heat transfer.o.ffi.i.nt
grows with the rotation speed,
and for its high values is 4-5 times higher. The results related
to the Nusselt and weber numbers
show that for the Weber numbers lessthan 500, the Nusselt
number is constantowhereasfor Weber
numbers more than 500, the correlation equation:
Nuo- 6.13 Weo'4e6

(42)

is valid.
In Fig' 21, experimentaldata are comparedwith relation (42).At
high rotation speeds
(we > 500) this relationshipdescribeswell ih. .*p.rimental
,.rrrit, for horizontalcyliners[65].
The resultsof experimentalheat transferstudieswith condensation
on a horizontalrotating
cylinder129,671showed
the validity of the relationshipbetweenthe Nusseltand weber numbers
proposedin ref. [65].The authorsemphasized
the effectof cylindersurfacefinish on heat transfer
rate.
5. CONCLUSION
The materialsof this short reviewprove the possibilityof essential
condensation
enhancement
by rotating a cooling surface.The calculationformulaeand relationships
given in this work offer
heattransferrateswith vapourcondensationon somesurfacetypes
and can be usedfor developing
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heat exchangers. However, a great number of problems on condensation on rotating bodies are
beyond the scope of this paper as they were not studied at all or the investigation range was very
narrow. In connection with this, condensation studies on rotating surface are timely, their use
resulting in high heat transfer and, hence, heat exchanger compactness enhancement.
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